Beatitudes
How can you be happy if you are poor? There is no inherent dignity
in being hungry, or fearing the Gas bill.
However the wealthy are in danger of believing that they are secure.
The glut of good things destroying the anticipation. The comfort of
wealth separating us from the adventure of life.
How is there the possibility of happiness in tears? Tragedy is real,
and what we are obliged by circumstance to face can be deeply
painful.
However occasions of the greatest love and dignity are often
expressed in tears. The deep joy of relationship recognised acutely in
loss. This beauty much deeper than laughter.
Everyone it seems wants to be popular. To be in, with the in crowd.
The bank. The Boss.
But those who seek change disturb the status quo. Always upsetting
the crowd.
Those who recognise change, hunger and thirst for a different world.
Never completely comfortable in the life they are presently in.
If you feel you have arrived at any point in your life.
Well then rest for a while, and use the opportunity to appreciate and
build up your strength.
Because the security is an illusion.
Very soon you will be back on the road
Very soon you will return to the pilgrimage.
Faith teaches us by prayer and experience. That there is always
more. That the love that God holds open to us, has possibilities of
infinite development.

What you are now cannot remain. What you have now when
compared with what is divinely possible, is insignificant.
To be of faith is to recognise this reality, and thus to consider
yourself poor.
That the achievements of your life are in comparison poor
We are poor servants
Faith calls us on in the pilgrimage, out of complacent comfort and
into the danger of aspiration.
The romantic teenagers fall in love, and move on into relationship,
beyond romance and through the responsibilities of home and
family. Then the fledglings fly, or grow too large and the nest takes
on a different character. All this before old age, when death focuses
the mind upon what love, actually is.
In this process those not prepared to weep or suffer shall never
know the true laughter of the joy that finds expression in our
developing nature.
Never complete
Always moving
Always different and new
In the vitality of faith.

Beware.
If you are satisfied.
You are in the wrong place

